Magnetic Field Error Correction in DIII-D After Reduction of TF-Coil Error,* M.J. Schaffer, R.J. La Haye, E.J. Strait, A.M. Garofalo, A.W. Hyatt, A.M. Jacques, J.A. Leuer, J.T. Scoville, General Atomics – A new current feed at the DIII-D toroidal field (TF) coil 210º feed point reduced this feed’s magnetic error field at the plasma by ~10-fold, but other error sources remain unchanged. The modified DIII-D intrinsic error, in addition to requiring that a new empirical algorithm be developed for routine error correction by the DIII-D C-coil, offers a rare opportunity to study the effects of magnetic error field geometry on plasmas in the same tokamak. Initial results show a moderate ~30% improved locked mode avoidance in the standard, low-density, Ohmic, locked-mode test plasmas used in the past. The C-coil makes further improvement, as in the past, and the DIII-D I-coil, used alone for error correction for the first time, makes even more improvement. A search for large spatial scale (not TF coil “ripple”) TF coil errors is underway and will be reported. The combined correction and error fields will be analyzed to identify the error field features that are most and least deleterious to the plasma.
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